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„ Make wide the place of your tent, and let the curtains of your house be stretched 

out without limit: make your cords long, and your tent-pins strong. “. (Jes 54: 3) 
 

Dear Friends,  Jesus sent us the Holy Spirit so that we may widen our hearts according to His will. 

 

Thanks:  

  We are thankful for the good results (Biblical Missiology) of the course test in January. The students 

wrote it at the end of the winter semester (at the Hakka Mission Theological Seminary). 

 The TE& B guest workers and immigration ministry in Southeast Asia continues to develop: Currently, 

Thaipastor Wongkittikhun plans to open  a new church for Thai in Changhua, 60 Vietnamese found Christ. 
Taipei. For the monthly prayer group that prays for the unreached people groups in Asia. Somebody 

who had joined our prayer group now is for 8 month in Japan with a SEND missionary somebody else last 
time expressed the wish to also explore Japan for mission ministry purposes. . C. wrestles for clarity about 
her next steps.  

 Mongolian Outreach. The first Mongolian Bibles arrived, we hope this evangelistic literature in 

Mongolian for the ii-Café at the university soon, because we have new students from Mongolia! -some 
ordered Christian books in Mongolian should arrive soon too. It took so long because demand for Christian 
books was unusually strong in Mongolia. As a result they closed the internet sail option. Bibles are sent 
from Korea.  We are happy for four new Mongolian students from Ulan Bator who are a bit shy to follow an 
invitation to the students fellowship at the ii-Café. Thanks for your prayers for the monthly pulpit ministry! 
 
Intercession: („T“ for Thanks, „I“ for Intercession)  

 The translation of the Course Biblical Missiology into beautiful Chinese has almost stalled. Since our 

homeservice is fast approaching (June) we try to finish all still ongoing last projects. Pray for the person who 
wants to work on this project by finishing the translation will enjoy and succeed with it for the blessing of 
many by May!  

 At its last meeting the TE&B decided for a leadership change. The new leadership will pick up its 

responsibilities by 1st May. Pray for a good transition of leadership responsibilities to a three people team. 
New members need to be recruited and added to assure continued service and evangelistic efficiency.  

Pray for the funding of various projects to serve the Vietnamese, Indonesians and Thai in Taiwan. Mrs. 
Chien decided to take care of the many Indonesians in their house and ordered a packet of NURANI 
magazines. Indonesians, Christians and Muslims alike love to read it the sad part is despite improvements in 
support, we have to deal with 3800 copies per print and are far under the current need~. Just recently again 
we had a request from Hong Kong for only (!) 500 pieces. Of course for a big city with 150,000 Indonesians 
these are not many, but by taking away a few from all other parcels Pastor Chang brought together enough 
to at least meet some of their needs. Too bad, pray for more local donors. 

During 26.2.-10.3 Rita is in Manila to assist new missionaries growing into their new responsibilities in a 

life as missionaries on the fields with SEND International. Pray for stamina on the journey back and forth 
good bonding with the new missionaries originating from various nations and a blessed time of equipping 
before the LORD. Afterwards some will go and strengthen the church planting teams in Poland, Taiwan, 
Japan China, and Japan.  
             In the Harvest, 

                                 Alain & Rita  Haudenschild                
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